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QUESTION 1

What is the frequency of OCI usage report generation? 

A. Weekly 

B. Monthly 

C. Annually 

D. Daily 

Correct Answer: D 

A usage report is a comma-separated value (CSV) file that can be used to get a detailed breakdown of resources in
Oracle Cloud Infrastructure for audit or invoice reconciliation. The usage report is automatically generated daily, and is
stored in an Oracle-owned Object Storage bucket. It contains one row per each Oracle Cloud Infrastructure resource
(such as instance, Object Storage bucket, VNIC) per hour along with consumption information, metadata, and tags.
Usage reports generally contain 24 hours of usage data, although occasionally a usage report may contain late-arriving
data that is older than 24 hours. Usage reports are retained for one year. 

Reference: https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/Content/Billing/Concepts/billingoverview.htm https://
docs.cloud.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/Content/Billing/Concepts/usagereportsoverview.htm 

 

QUESTION 2

Which is NOT a valid business benefit for a customer considering migrating their infrastructure and apps to Oracle
Cloud Infrastructure (OCI)? 

A. Faster go-to market 

B. Capital Expenditure to Operational Expenditure conversion 

C. Greater agility 

D. Increased Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) 

Correct Answer: D 

Oracle Cloud Infrastructure is a set of complementary cloud services that enable you to build and run a wide range of
applications and services in a highly available hosted environment. Oracle Cloud Infrastructure offers high-performance
compute capabilities (as physical hardware instances) and storage capacity in a flexible overlay virtual network that is
securely accessible from your on- premises network. Reference: https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/en-
us/iaas/Content/GSG/Concepts/baremetalintro.htm One of the major benefits of cloud computing is REDUCED TCO.
Therefore, Increased TCO is the incorrect option. https://www.oracle.com/partners/en/partner-with-oracle/develop-
solutions/why/increase-value- reducecost-3907933.pdf 

 

QUESTION 3

What do the terms OpEx and CapEx refer to? 
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A. OpEx refers to Operational Excellence and CapEx refers to Capital Excellence 

B. OpEx refers to Operational Expenditure and CapEx refers to Capital Expenditure 

C. OpEx refers to Operational Expansion and CapEx refers to Capital Expenses 

D. OpEx refers to Operational Example and CapEx refers to Capita Example 

Correct Answer: B 

CapEx is Capital expenditures comprise major purchases that will be used in the future. OpEx Operating expenditures
(expenses) represent day-to-day costs that are necessary to keep a business running. 

Reference: https://www.10thmagnitude.com/opex-vs-capex-the-real-cloud-computing-cost-advantage/ 

 

QUESTION 4

What service is NOT available as part of Oracle Cloud Free Tier? 

A. Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Monitoring 

B. Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Exadata DB Systems 

C. Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Autonomous Data Warehouse 

D. Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Compute 

Correct Answer: B 

For more information on Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Free Tier refer below official documentation
https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/Content/FreeTier/freetier.htm?Highlight=Free%20Tier Exadata DB Systems
aren\\'t a part of the free tier: Reference: https://www.oracle.com/in/cloud/free/ 

 

QUESTION 5
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Which pricing model is NOT supported by Oracle Cloud Infrastructure? 

A. Reserved Infrastructure 

B. Universal Credits - Monthly Flex 

C. Bring your own license 

D. Pay-as-you-go 

Correct Answer: A 

The available purchase models are: 

Pay As You Go (PAYG): 

Billed in arrears based on consumption. Recommended for organizations who are trying new services, 

rapid prototyping, or for elastic scaling. 

Monthly Flex: 

Billed in advance with a 12-month minimum. Use monthly or forfeit that month\\'s credits. 

Recommended for customers with predictable production workloads or large long-running applications, 

such as HR, payroll, analytics, and more. 

Monthly Flex maximizes cost reduction with predictable monthly spend, similar to your monthly phone plan. 

Delivers faster time to market by offering customers the choice of using any IaaS and PaaS services. 

Oracle\\'s current PaaS offering is "license-included PaaS." It includes: 

1. 

Compute and compute support 

2. 

Automation 

3. 

License entitlement and license support 

Bring your own license 

BYOL stands for "bring your own license." Previously, you could bring your own licenses to Oracle IaaS, 

but to get the benefits of PaaS automation, you couldn\\'t leverage existing licenses. This has been 

changed. We\\'re offering Oracle BYOL to PaaS, enabling our customers to leverage their investment in 

existing on-premises licenses in their journey to the cloud. 

Oracle BYOL to PaaS includes: 
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1. 

Compute and compute support 

2. 

Automation 

3. 

Customers bring their on-premises license entitlement and get license support via their existing on-premises support
contract. 

4. 

As customers leverage their existing on-premises license entitlement, they can move to the cloud at a lower cost. 

Reference: https://www.oracle.com/in/cloud/bring-your-own-license/faq/universal-credit-pricing.html OCI doesn\\'t offer
Reserved instances. Enterprise users and technology vendors alike require cost predictability to plan their budgets and
run their business. The cost for running applications, databases, and large workloads in the cloud can be extremely
difficult to forecast leading to unforeseen expenses. Not with Oracle Cloud. Oracle has simple rate structures that
eliminate the cost surprises associated with hard-to-estimate usage elements like data egress and storage performance.
Oracle also charges the same rates for all regions, so going global on Oracle Cloud means no hidden cost variances.
Thus, Oracle\\'s cloud will provide you with industry leading price-performance and tremendous business value. 

Reference: https://www.oracle.com/in/cloud/pricing.html 

 

QUESTION 6

Which SLA type is not offered by Oracle Cloud Infrastructure compute service? 

A. Data Plane 

B. Performance Plane 
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C. Service Plane 

D. Control Plane 

Correct Answer: C 

Service Plane is NOT an SLA provided by OCI. See the table below: 

Reference: https://k21academy.com/1z0-1085/service-level-agreement-sla-in-oracle-cloud-oci/ 

 

QUESTION 7

A new customer has logged into Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) as an administrator for the first time. The admin
would like to deploy Infrastructure into a region other then their home region. What is the first Stop they must take in
order to accomplish this task? 

A. Use API endpoints to create resources in the desired region. 

B. Navigate to the desired region and begin creating resources. 

C. Subscribe to the desired region. 

D. File a service request for access to each additional region. 

Correct Answer: C 

When you sign up for Oracle Cloud Infrastructure, Oracle creates a tenancy for you in one region. This is your home
region. Your home region is where your IAM resources are defined. When you subscribe to another region, your IAM
resources are available in the new region, however, the master definitions reside in your home region and can only be
changed there. When you subscribe your tenancy to a new region, all the policies from your home region are enforced
in the new region. If you want to limit access for groups of users to specific regions, you can write policies to grant
access to specific regions only. Reference: https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/en-
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us/iaas/Content/Identity/Tasks/managingregions.htm 

To create an instance in another region, perform these preliminary steps: 

1. 

Extend your subscription to another region. 

2. 

Federate Oracle Identity Cloud Service (IDCS) from the new region with Oracle Cloud Infrastructure 

(OCI). 

Also, when you purchase these services or sign up for a free promotion, you typically choose the data 

region closest to your location to access them. This becomes your primary data region. However, if 

required, you can extend your subscription to other geographical regions (within the same cloud account) 

and use the services there. 

Reference: 

https://docs.oracle.com/en/cloud/paas/content-cloud/administer/create-instance-oracle-cloud- console.html 

 

QUESTION 8

What does compute instance vertical scaling mean? 

A. Providing Fault tolerance 

B. Adding additional compute instances 

C. Enabling Disaster recovery 

D. Changing to a large or smaller shape 

Correct Answer: D 

Changing the Shape of an Instance (Horizontal Scaling) 

You can change the shape of a virtual machine (VM) instance without having to rebuild your instances or redeploy your
applications. This lets you scale up your Compute resources for increased performance, or scale down to reduce
cost.Autoscaling (vertical scaling) Autoscaling lets you automatically adjust the number of Compute instances in an
instance pool based on performance metrics such as CPU utilization. This helps you provide consistent performance for
your end users during periods of high demand, and helps you reduce your costs during periods of low demand. As load
increases, instances are automatically provisioned: the instance pool scales out. As load decreases, instances are
automatically removed: the instance pool scales in. 
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https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/Content/Compute/Tasks/resizinginstances.htm 

 

QUESTION 9

Which OCI service is the most cost-effective? 

A. File Storage 

B. Object Storage (standard) 

C. Block Volume 

D. Archive Storage 

Correct Answer: B 
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QUESTION 10

You run 5 Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) Virtual Machine instances on an OCI dedicated virtual host. How will this
deployment be billed? 

A. Only the dedicated virtual machine host will be billed 

B. The dedicated virtual machine host and the boot volumes of each instance will be billed 

C. The dedicated virtual machine host all 5 instances, and the boot volume of each instance will be billed 

D. All 5 instances will be billed on the basis of the number of OCPUs 

Correct Answer: B 

You must create a dedicated virtual machine host before you can place any instances on it. When creating the
dedicated virtual machine host, you select an availability domain and fault domain to launch it in. All the VM instances
that you place on the host will subsequently be created in this availability domain and fault domain. You also select a
compartment when you create the dedicated virtual machine host, but you can move the host to a new compartment
later without impacting any of the instances placed on it. You can also create the instances in a different compartment
than the dedicated virtual machine host, or move them to difference compartments after they have been launched. You
are billed for the dedicated virtual machine host as soon as you create it, but you are not billed for any of the individual
VM instances you place on it. You will still be billed for image licensing costs if they apply to the image you are using for
the VM instances. 

Read more: https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/Content/Compute/Concepts/dedicatedvmhosts.htm 

 

QUESTION 11

Which resource do you manage in an Infrastructure-as-a-services (IAAS) offering? 

A. Operating system 

B. Network 

C. Storage 

D. Servers 

Correct Answer: A 

Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) is a type of cloud service model in which computing resources are hosted 

in the cloud. Businesses can use the IaaS model to shift some or all of their use of on- premises or 

colocated data center infrastructure to the cloud, where it is owned and managed by a cloud provider. 

These infrastructure elements can include compute, network, and storage hardware as well as other 

components and software. 

How Does IaaS Work? 

In a typical IaaS model, a business--which can be of any size--consumes services like compute, storage, 
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and databases from a cloud provider. The cloud provider offers those services by hosting hardware and 

software in the cloud. The business will no longer need to purchase and manage its own equipment, or 

space to host the equipment, and the cost will shift to a pay-as-you-go model. 

When the business needs less, it pays for less. And when it grows, it can provision additional computing 

resources and other technologies in minutes. 

Reference: https://www.oracle.com/in/cloud/what-is-iaas/ 

 

QUESTION 12

You want to leverage a managed Real Application Cluster (RAC) offering in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure. which OCI
Managed database service would you choose? 

A. Autonomous Transaction Processing (shared) 

B. VM DB System 

C. Autonomous Data Warehousing (shared) 

D. Bare Metal DB Systems 

Correct Answer: B 
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There are 2 types of DB systems on virtual machines: 

A 1-node VM DB system consists of one VM. 

A 2-node VM DB system consists of two VMs clustered with RAC enabled. 

Reference: 

https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/Content/Database/Concepts/overview.htm 

Oracle Cloud Infrastructure offers single-node DB systems on either bare metal or virtual machines, and 2node RAC DB
systems on virtual machines. If you need to provision a DB system for development or 

testing purposes, then a special fast provisioning single-node virtual machine system is available. 

You can manage these systems by using the Console, the API, the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure CLI, the 

Database CLI (DBCLI), Enterprise Manager, Enterprise Manager Express, or SQL Developer. 

Reference: 

https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/Content/Database/Concepts/overview.htm 

 

QUESTION 13

Which two situations incur costs in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI)? 

A. Data ingress from the internet 

B. Transferring data across regions 

C. Transferring data from one instance to another in the same Availibility Domain 

D. Data egress to the internet E. Transferring data from one instance to another across different Availibility Domains in a
Region 

Correct Answer: BD 

 

QUESTION 14

A customer wants to use Oracle Cloud Infrastructure (OCI) for storing application backups which can be 

stored based on business needs. 

Which OCI storage service can be used to meet the requirement? 

A. File Storage 

B. Block Volume 

C. Archive Storage 

D. Object Storage (standard) 
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Correct Answer: D 

Oracle Cloud Infrastructure offers two distinct storage class tiers to address the need for both performant, frequently
accessed "hot" storage, and less frequently accessed "cold" storage. Storage tiers help you maximize performance
where appropriate and minimize costs where possible. 1) Use Object Storage for data to which you need fast,
immediate, and frequent access. Data accessibility and performance justifies a higher price to store data in the Object
Storage tier. 2) Use Archive Storage for data to which you seldom or rarely access, but that must be retained and
preserved for long periods of time. The cost efficiency of the Archive Storage tier offsets the long lead time required to
access the data. For more information, see Overview of Archive Storage. The Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Object
Storage service is an internet-scale, high-performance storage platform that offers reliable and cost-efficient data
durability. The Object Storage service can store an unlimited amount of unstructured data of any content type, including
analytic data and rich content, like images and videos. With Object Storage, you can safely and securely store or
retrieve data directly from the internet or from within the cloud platform. Object Storage offers multiple management
interfaces that let you easily manage storage at scale. The elasticity of the platform lets you start small and scale
seamlessly, without experiencing any degradation in performance or service reliability. Object Storage is a regional
service and is not tied to any specific compute instance. You can access data from anywhere inside or outside the
context of the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure, as long you have internet connectivity and can access one of the Object
Storage endpoints. Authorization and resource limits are discussed later in this topic. Object Storage also supports
private access from Oracle Cloud Infrastructure resources in a VCN through a service gateway. A service gateway
allows connectivity to the Object Storage public endpoints from private IP addresses in private subnets. For example,
you can back up DB systems to an Object Storage bucket over the Oracle Cloud Infrastructure backbone instead of
over the internet. You can optionally use IAM policies to control which VCNs or ranges of IP addresses can access
Object Storage. See Access to Oracle Services: Service Gateway for details. Object Storage is Always Free eligible. For
more information about Always Free resources, including additional capabilities and limitations, see Oracle Cloud
Infrastructure Free Tier. The following list summarizes some of the ways that you can use Object Storage. 
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Reference: https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/Content/Object/Concepts/objectstorageoverview.htm 

 

QUESTION 15

Which three components are part of Oracle Cloud Infrastructure Identity and Access Management service? 

A. Virtual Cloud Networks 

B. Policies 

C. Regional Subnets 

D. Dynamic Groups 

E. Roles 

F. Compute Instances 
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G. Users 

Correct Answer: BDG 

IAM components are RESOURCE The cloud objects that your company\\'s employees create and use when interacting
with Oracle Cloud Infrastructure. For example: compute instances, block storage volumes, virtual cloud networks
(VCNs), subnets, route tables, etc. USER An individual employee or system that needs to manage or use your
company\\'s Oracle Cloud Infrastructure resources. Users might need to launch instances, manage remote disks, work
with your virtual cloud network, etc. End users of your application are not typically IAM users. Users have one or more
IAM credentials (see User Credentials). POLICY A document that specifies who can access which resources, and how.
Access is granted at the group and compartment level, which means you can write a policy that gives a group a specific
type of access within a specific compartment, or to the tenancy itself. If you give a group access to the tenancy, the
group automatically gets the same type of access to all the compartments inside the tenancy. For more information, see
Example Scenario and How Policies Work. The word "policy" is used by people in different ways: to mean an individual
statement written in the policy language; to mean a collection of statements in a single, named "policy" document (which
has an Oracle Cloud ID (OCID) assigned to it); and to mean the overall body of policies your organization uses to
control access to resources. GROUP A collection of users who all need the same type of access to a particular set of
resources or compartment. DYNAMIC GROUP A special type of group that contains resources (such as compute
instances) that match rules that you define (thus the membership can change dynamically as matching resources are
created or deleted). These instances act as "principal" actors and can make API calls to services according to policies
that you write for the dynamic group. 

NETWORK SOURCE A group of IP addresses that are allowed to access resources in your tenancy. The IP addresses
can be public IP addresses or IP addresses from a VCN within your tenancy. After you create the network source, you
use policy to restrict access to only requests that originate from the IPs in the network source. COMPARTMENT A
collection of related resources. Compartments are a fundamental component of Oracle Cloud Infrastructure for
organizing and isolating your cloud resources. You use them to clearly separate resources for the purposes of
measuring usage and billing, access (through the use of policies), and isolation (separating the resources for one
project or business unit from another). A common approach is to create a compartment for each major part of your
organization. For more information, see Setting Up Your Tenancy. TENANCY The root compartment that contains all of
your organization\\'s Oracle Cloud Infrastructure resources. Oracle automatically creates your company\\'s tenancy for
you. Directly within the tenancy are your IAM entities (users, groups, compartments, and some policies; you can also
put policies into compartments inside the tenancy). You place the other types of cloud resources (e.g., instances, virtual
networks, block storage volumes, etc.) inside the compartments that you create. HOME REGION The region where your
IAM resources reside. All IAM resources are global and available across all regions, but the master set of definitions
reside in a single region, the home region. You must make changes to your IAM resources in your home region. The
changes will be automatically propagated to all regions. For more information, see Managing Regions. FEDERATION A
relationship that an administrator configures between an identity provider and a service provider. When you federate
Oracle Cloud Infrastructure with an identity provider, you manage users and groups in the identity provider. You manage
authorization in Oracle Cloud Infrastructure\\'s IAM service. Oracle Cloud Infrastructure tenancies are federated with
Oracle Identity Cloud Service by default. Reference: 

https://docs.cloud.oracle.com/en-us/iaas/data-safe/doc/iam-components.html 
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